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SUBMISSION 7 
 
RECEIVED 29 MAY 2017 
 
FROM MR JEFF HERDEGEN, ASI CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND LOANS 
 
Dear Hanna, 
I do apologise that I was unaware of the review that was underway and I would like to have some 
thoughts considered. 
  
My position is from both lender and defender of borrowers. From a lender's point of view, our 
company attempts to be fair and offer a resolve, not by debt write-off but by not imposing penalties 
and assisting the client to work through the debt recovery process themselves with assistance from 
our company. Larger institutions tend to outsource services for recovery and this becomes 
expensive, in personal, unforgiving, and without understanding for the nature of rural enterprises. 
The issues that concern me most are that: 

1.       the act specifies that the farm debt mediation outcome is to be equitable between the parties. 
I have seen many outcomes from farm debt mediation that have appeared to be without 
consideration for the borrowers position. This is clearly outside of the intent for the FMD act. There 
needs to be a significant attitude shift in legislation to tame that dogma of bank credit management. 
It cannot be simply "you owe us the money, pay up". Perhaps a ledger of proposals and likely 
outcomes presenting pros and cons for continued support versus loan recovery implementation. 
This becomes a test of equitable character for the outcome of the farm debt mediation. 

On most occasions, farmers finding themselves in farm debt mediation, fallaciously believe that the 
process is going to be conducted with the aura of a court with the mediator holding some judicial 
role. This often results in considerable and what may appear to be unnecessary expenses associated 
with procuring legal advice. This emanates from total misunderstanding of the role of a mediator 
and the intent of the process. Clearly the process in the past has evolved to one where the 
financier/bank credit manager enforces his position under the full power of the signed loan 
contract/agreement, without consideration for the intent of the FMD act which seeks an equitable 
resolve for both parties. Ambassadors of the rural assistance authority should enforce a gateway 
test to ensure that equitable outcomes and considerations have been arrived achieved. 

2.       Where I mention financial institutions I mainly refer to banks, who appear to be more ruthless 
and inclined to abuse the farm debt mediation process. They often outsource recovery services, 
both legal and asset recovery, which are unnecessarily and disproportionately expensive, and are 
people who quite often are unfamiliar with the processes required to deal with the farmer and 
assets of farmers. Services that are outsourced should have everything, proven abilities in dealing 
with rural circumstances and farmers and their assets. 

3.       It appears at the moment that the act is clearly being used only as a vehicle to crystallise a 
position for banks/financiers to enable them to enforce their rights to call in a loan. That surely is 
outside the intent of the act as more often than not there is little forgiveness or understanding of 
the circumstances surrounding the farm debt mediation. 

4.       When the interest rates slide into penalty levels with loans falling into arrears, more often than 
not, these penalty rates paralyse the loan and borrowing enterprise and drive the borrower into a 
non-recoverable position and no other alternative than forced sale in circumstances where they 
recover significantly reduced capital from the sale of their assets. With respect for the lender’s 
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position, these excessive rates must be fully justified before they are allowed to enforce penalty 
rates before and beyond farm debt mediation. Quite often these penalty rates, amount to 6% per 
annum or more, which seem difficult to justify. Perhaps the banks or financial institutions should 
have to demonstrate to an independent authority like the rural assistance authority, the cause of the 
increase higher ("penalty") interest rate . The bank should have every right to recover their costs of 
loan recovery, but these should be handled in a more frugal manner than they appear to be dealt 
with at the moment. 

5.       The process of loan or debt recovery does encumber additional costs to loan maintenance, and 
banks particularly, are happy to wipe their hands of the recovery process and hand over this task to 
law firms and ruthless liquidators who appear to have carte blanche with the capital of the borrower 
during liquidation. Banks should have greater responsibility for dealing with the borrower's assets. 
They should be restricted on throwing away expenses by engaging legal and liquidation services that 
unnecessarily erode the capital of the farming enterprise. Often these costs are disproportionately 
expensive and the service providers ride on agreed to parasitise on the opportunity of the financially 
weakened borrower. 

6.       The act should give consideration to one – off circumstances to allow some  forgiveness by 
way of extended terms for farmers to recover from a circumstance beyond their control, and where 
production can be demonstrated to service a loan. In circumstances where one off circumstances or 
experiences result in loan default by the borrower and the loan recovery actions by the banks, 
greater compassion and consideration for those circumstances should be given to the borrower, 
where some special dispensations with timing may assist the borrower to recover from financial 
adversity. If a farmer is able to clearly demonstrate (not by fictitious projected cash flows but by 
pragmatic cash flows based on expected production outcomes) an ability to recover from a 
financially stressed position, they should be given special considerations with respect to any penalty 
costs (higher interest rates) and recovery times. In providing these dispensations, the borrower must 
commit to endeavouring to utilising whatever technologies and resources are available to eliminate 
risk from their enterprises, such as multi peril insurance and engagement of rural consultants with 
proven track records. 

7.       I believe that there needs to be a standard gateway test for identifying hopeless 
circumstances or viability from those that deserve another opportunity. The rural assistance 
authority are already adjudicating or presiding over such decisions with independent appeal 
processes for loan fund of applicants who have had applications rejected for various reasons 
including viability. Perhaps they could become the adjudicator or consulting independent arbiter 
where it is less clear that the borrower funds are not recoverable. Alternatively, an anonymous 
creditable consultant could be engaged for this exercise. 

These are only some of my thoughts, which I would happily share further with you, given the 
opportunity to do so. I would also happily turn my mind to some of the processes that I have 
suggested as outcomes. I believe that farm debt mediation should find another level which suits 
both lender and borrower, and with balance, the position of both parties can be equitably 
accommodated. 
  
  
Kind Regards, 
Jeff Herdegen 
W. www.asicapital.com.au 
ABN 91 111 607 606 
Check our deposit interest rates. We pay interest earned monthly to your nominated account. 

http://www.asicapital.com.au/
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5.00% pa 3 years          3.40% pa for 9 months 
4.25 %       pa  2 years           3.20% pa for 6 months 
4.00%        pa  1 year             3.00% pa for 3 months 
  
Important Notice 
Anglesey Secured Investments Limited Trading As ASI Capital – AFS and NC licence  No 292528. ASI 
Capital offers investments in Secured Notes and is not a bank. All investments involve risk and 
investors risk losing some or all of their principal investment. The risk of investment in ASI capital is 
set out in our current prospectus lodged with ASIC and dated 8 January 2013 and should be read and 
understood before investing. Investments in ASI Capital may only be made by completing the 
application form that accompanies the prospectus. Copies of our prospectus are available from our 
registered office at 44 Templar Street Forbes NSW 2871, from our website www.asicapital.com.au or 
call 1300 30 36 30. 
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